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Drawing life lessons from ballet, Sonata Black Label puts 
forth a way of life that is pleasant and meaningful.

Our inspiration comes from our daily routines, 
movements, and time in the studio.

Let’s enjoy the process.

Introducing,
Sonata Black Label.



Demi Bra (Fig)
High-Rise Sculpt Leggings (Fig)



Demi Bra (Noir)
High-Rise Sculpt Leggings (Noir)

We dance because it makes us feel good. You don’t necessarily 
have to be great at something to enjoy it. As long as it makes 
you happy, keep doing it.

Do things that spark joy. 



Barre Bra (Fig)
High-Rise Sculpt Leggings (Fig)

Even professional ballet dancers start their day at the barre, 
working on the basics. Commit to the process of continuous 
improvement, and find joy in every step along the way.

Keep practicing and enjoy the journey. 



Barre Bra (Fig)
High-Rise Sculpt Leggings (Fig)



Barre Bra (Fig)
High-Rise Sculpt Leggings (Fig)

Everyone has their own pace and starting points, so 
don’t compare yourself to others. Compare yourself to 
who you were and what you want to be, and celebrate 
your own progress and accomplishments.

Dance to your own rhythm. 



Be open to possibilities. All of the skills and experience 
you have earned in one field might just give you a leg 
up in another.

Stretch your body and mind. 



Barre Bra (Noir)
High-Rise Sculpt Bike Shorts (Noir)

The perfect peach fuzz feel, giving you both comfort and 
style. Compression that sculpts and smooths, while still 
offering 4-way stretch for the freedom of movement we 
all desire.

Introducing,
Performance Brushed fabric.



Barre Bra
SBL2203

The Barre Bra features a scoop neckline and cross-back 
design, made from our Performance Brushed fabric. 
The comfortable four-way stretch fabric is perfect for 
training at the barre.

• Seamless chest and underbust design for a smooth 
& sleek look

• Light-to-medium support for studio & street
• Buttery soft, peach fuzz feel
• Removable bra inserts included
• Wear-tested by our in-house team for fit and 

functionality

DESIGNED FOR
• Low to medium-impact activities
• Barre, Pilates, Aerial, Yoga, Home Workouts

FIT
• Midline length

FABRIC
• Performance Brushed (73% Nylon, 27% Spandex)

XS, S, M, L

    Fig
    Noir

Demi Bra
SBL2204

The Demi Bra features a high neckline for added 
coverage, and a racerback design for ease of 
movement. Made from our Performance Brushed 
fabric, it’s so comfortable that you can wear it from 
studio to lounge.

• Seamless chest and underbust design for a smooth 
& sleek look

• Light-to-medium support for studio & street
• Buttery soft, peach fuzz feel
• Removable bra inserts included
• Wear-tested by our in-house team for fit and 

functionality

DESIGNED FOR
• Low to medium-impact activities
• Barre, Pilates, Aerial, Yoga, Home Workouts

FIT
• Longline length

FABRIC
• Performance Brushed (73% Nylon, 27% Spandex)

High-Rise Sculpt Bike Shorts
SBL2201

Starting from the basics–train and stretch in the High-
Rise Sculpt Bike Shorts.

Made from our Performance Brushed fabric, the perfect 
peach fuzz feel gives you both comfort and style. It 
is designed to sculpt and smooth, while still offering 
4-way stretch for the freedom of movement we all 
desire.

• Designed to sculpt and smooth
• 4-way-stretch for freedom of movement
• Buttery soft, peach fuzz feel
• Wear-tested by our in-house team for fit and 

functionality

DESIGNED FOR
• Medium-impact activities
• Dance, Hot Yoga, Spinning, Hiking

FIT
• High rise
• Mid-thigh

FABRIC
• Performance Brushed (73% Nylon, 27% Spandex)

High-Rise Sculpt Leggings
SBL2202

Starting from the basics–train and stretch in the High-
Rise Sculpt Leggings.

Made from our Performance Brushed fabric, the 
perfect peach fuzz feel gives you both comfort and 
style. It is designed to sculpt and smooth, while still 
offering 4-way stretch for the freedom of movement 
we all desire.

• Designed to sculpt and smooth
• 4-way-stretch for freedom of movement
• Buttery soft, peach fuzz feel
• Wear-tested by our in-house team for fit and 

functionality

DESIGNED FOR
• Low to medium-impact activities
• Dance, Barre, Pilates, Aerial, Yoga

FIT
• High rise
• Full length (intended to end at ankle)

FABRIC
• Performance Brushed (73% Nylon, 27% Spandex)

XS, S, M, L
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XS, S, M, L

    Fig
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XS, S, M, L

    Fig
    Noir
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www.sonatadancewear.com
ig: @sonatadancewear
fb: @sonatadancewearworld
contact: orders@sonata.com.sg
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